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Qustodio
Parental App
The all-in-one solution that helps parents to keep their
child’s screen time safe and balanced - on every device.
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About 
Qustodio
Parental App

The Qustodio App gives parents the tools to help 
their child develop healthy and safe digital habits. 

Introducing your school’s parent community to the
Qustodio app gives parents the insights needed
to play a more active role in their child’s digital
wellbeing. It also helps prevent online issues at home
spilling over into the classroom.

How it works

The Qustodio Parental Control App works in three  
simple steps:

1.  Parents/carers f rst create a free account. (They have the 
choice to upgrade to Premium there and then if they wish.)

2.  Next step is to install Qustodio App onto their child’s 
devices. Devices include everything, from smartphones 
and tablets, to computers and Kindles.

3.  Parents then download the App onto their own devices to 
view their dashboard or they can login to their account 
on their computer. From there, they can see their child’s 
realtime online activity, and set preferences to receive 
reports and alerts by email.

Settings can be customized exactly the way they need to
make the Qustodio App work for them and their family.
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Qustodio 
Parental App
features & benefits

Helps parents create a 
safer space for learning, 
exploring and socialising:

dedicated to keeping children safe online 

Monitors behaviours
Parents can log in to the real-time dashboard from 
any device at any time to check their child’s digital 
activity and adjust their settings. They can easily 
view their activity timeline, browsing history, YouTube 
views, screen time and more.

Blocks inappropriate apps, games and websites
Parents can allow their child to view child-friendly 
sites and automatically block potentially harmful 
ones to prevent exposure to mature content, 
gambling, violence and other threats.

Get reports, alerts and SOS 
Parents receive detailed daily, weekly and 
monthly reports of their child’s online activity 
straight to their inbox. Real-time alerts mean 
they’ll know as soon as they try to access 
blocked websites or are in trouble.

Trusted by over 6 million parents around  
the world
Gives parents the tools to help their child develop 
healthy and safe digital habits.
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Qustodio 
Parental App
features & benefits

Helps parents take a  
proactive role in their child’s 
digital wellbeing

Multiple devices can be seen from a single 
dashboard. Helps prevent online issues at home 
from spilling over into the classroom.

Parents can protect their child’s 
emotional and physical wellbeing:

harnessing the power 

of connection

Set time limits
Parents can help their child avoid screen 
addiction, ensure better sleep routines, and 
preserve family time by setting consistent time 
limits and screen-free periods. 
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Catch predators & cyberbullies the moment 
they strike
Parents can detect suspicious contacts by 
seeing who their child exchanges calls and 
messages with. They can read the texts they 
send and receive, plus set a list of blocked 
phone numbers.limits and screen-free periods. 

Locate their child’s whereabouts
The child’s whereabouts is visible on a map 
allowing parents to see where they are or have 
been. They can save most visited places like 
school and home and get peace of mind by 
receiving notifications when they arrive or leave 
those locations.
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Qustodio Parental 
App’s role in our 
Digital Safety and 
Wellbeing Framework
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Our Qustodio Parental Control App sits in the
Education and Engagement part of our Framework.

By encouraging parents to adopt the Qustodio
App, schools empower them to play a more active
role in their child’s digital wellbeing, ensuring
protection continues beyond the school gate.

Parents can see and address online issues happening 
at home, there and then, and so reduce spillover and 
disruption in the classroom, the next day.

When parents and schools join together to educate
and encourage children towards safe and selfdirected 
digital behaviours, the benefits on children’s
wellbeing are substantially amplified.

Our Digital Safety and Wellbeing Framework enables
school leaders to explore our solutions as they apply
to the three most common pillars found in health and
safety planning:

1. Prevention 2. Early detection 3. Education.

Schools can use this, supported by our Qoria
team, to identify their priorities and plan the steps
needed to achieve a more efficient and robust
provision of care.

Our Framework is also a useful way for school
leaders to keep abreast of the types of solutions
available to them in the market.

It also helps them to better understand the role each
of them plays and how they combine to build a
digital wellbeing culture across the whole community.

none of us is as powerful as all of us

About our Framework

School Leadership

Parental Empowerment
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The role of Qustodio Parental Control App
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Qustodio Parental App 
Impact

Students supported and 
protected by our technologies 

every day.

“Qustodio gives me the peace of mind 
that I have been looking for to ensure 
my kids are safe online.” 

Alison, Mum of two.

22.6 million
Schools provide better digital 
safety and wellbeing support 

because of our solutions.

27,000
A child at potential serious 

risk is found every 3 minutes 
because of our solutions.

3 minutes

180 countries
have safer children and parents have 
greater visibility as a result of Qusotdio.

Over 3 billion 
threats have been detected since the 
Qustodio Parental App launched in 2012.

6 million parents 
already trust Qustodio with their child’s
digital safety.

“With Qustodio, I don’t have to 
struggle to balance my daughter’s 
online independence with her safety.”
 
Courtney, Mum of three.

“We’re a highly digital family but 
we really value screen-free time, 
Qustodio helps us get that balance.” 

Theresa, Mum of one.



Qoria is a global technology company, dedicated to keeping 
children safe and well in their digital lives. We harness the 
power of connection to close the gaps that children fall 
through, and to seamlessly support them on all sides 
- at school, at home and everywhere in between.

More information

Get in touch

To learn more about promoting Qustodio to your
parent community please contact our team. 
We are waiting to help.

W: qoria.es/qustodio
E: enquiries@qoria.es

qoria.es


